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In short, this volume of densely written essays aptly celebrates McLaughlin’s career
as one of today’s most wide-ranging author-editor-translators, credited with four monographs, twelve edited or coedited books, and another eleven book-length translations.
Sherry Roush, Pennsylvania State University

Poetik und Programmatik der akademischen Lyrik des Cinquecento.
Simona Oberto.
Studia Romanica 204. Heidelberg: Universitätsverlag Winter, 2016. 398 pp. !65.
This volume is divided into two main parts. The ﬁrst one analyzes Pietro Bembo’s theory of language and of poetry through a thorough reading of his Prose della volgar lingua
(1525) and of his Rime (1530). The second part is devoted to a study of the anthologies
of lyrical poetry produced within some Italian academies over the course of the Cinquecento. The volume offers a useful contribution to the studies on Renaissance lyric poetry,
while also providing precious insights into the world of Italian academies. Matching
close readings of the texts with careful overviews of Renaissance theories of language
and poetry, this study will prove beneﬁcial to both scholars of the Italian Renaissance
(experienced scholars and PhD students alike), and to scholars of rhetoric and poetry
in general.
The ﬁrst section engages with Bembo’s treatises and poetry exploring the discrepancy between the tenets expressed by Bembo in the Prose and his own poetic production.
In his Rime, Bembo seems, in fact, to undermine some of his own rules concerning the
imitation of Petrarca, also in the light of a poetic based on the idea of superatio. The
analysis of Bembo’s Rime is noteworthy and covers their metrical and lexical peculiarities, as well as their motifs: of special interest is the analysis of the recourse to scriptural
elements as well as that of the Dantesque presence. Oberto explores the often underestimated differences between Bembo’s and Petrarch’s poetry, and the cracks in the otherwise compact system of Bembian imitation. These cracks open the path to new models
of poetry later in the century.
The second section deals with the anthologies of lyric poetry produced within Italian academies. Although recent scholarship has shown a renewed interest in this topic,
our knowledge of academies is still insufﬁcient. The core of this section is divided into
three chapters, each devoted to a speciﬁc case study: the Accademia degli Argonauti
(Mantua), the Accademia degli Occulti (Brescia), and the Accademia degli Svegliati
(Naples). Although the latter did not produce a collective collection of poems, Oberto
analyzes the Rime by its leader, Giulio Cesare Cortese (published in 1588 and 1592),
on the assumption that it is representative of the theoretical strands of the academy.
Each of the chapters is divided into the same six paragraphs (with a partial exception
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for the third), devoted respectively to the structure of each collection of poems: their
motifs, their language and style, their use of Dante, the position of the academy toward Bembo’s theories, and the implicit poetic of academy’s cultural program. This
ﬁxed structure facilitates comparisons between the case studies and allows for the assessment of the peculiarities of each anthology, and its position within the panorama
of sixteenth-century lyric poetry. Oberto analyzes in depth the content of these collections, as well as the presence of Petrarchan and Petrarchist words, rhymes, expressions,
and metrical forms within. The result is a remarkable demonstration of how such production becomes increasingly unacceptable in the light of Bembo’s program and its
emphasis on formal matters. The lyric poetry produced within Italian academies ﬁlls
the empty space of subject matter with new doctrinal contents such as science (in the case
of the Academy of the Argonauti), philosophy, and religious as well as obscene themes
(Cortese). This results in the undermining of Bembismo, and in “a process of disintegration of Petrarchism” (358). The superﬁcial respect of Bembo’s model (from the linguistic and technical, i.e., metrical point of view) is, in fact, enriched with the recourse to
Dante and to authors excluded from the canon of the Prose. As Oberto aptly suggests,
Petrarchism can only be saved as far as it works in the service of its new doctrinal content or, in other words, toward the poeticizing of an otherwise hard philosophical or
scientiﬁc matter (357).
It would probably have been advisable to offer a slightly more nuanced view of the
opposition between Bembo’s model and the alternative choices later pursued by individual authors or academies. Little space is devoted to the different strains of Petrarchist
poetry and to those authors who challenged Bembo’s views in the ﬁrst decades of the
century (Pietro Aretino, Antonio Brocardo, Bernardo Tasso). However, this rich and
insightful book eloquently shows the erosion of Bembo’s model of poetry along the
Cinquecento and the rise of a new style of poetry.
Marco Faini, Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia

Chivalry, Academy, and Cultural Dialogues: The Italian Contribution to European Culture. Stefano Jossa and Giuliana Pieri, eds.
Italian Perspectives 37. Cambridge: Legenda, 2016. xiv + 262 pp. $99.
This rich bilingual collection of essays celebrates the extraordinary work of Jane Everson, whose seminal scholarship forms a crucial touchstone for Italian studies—and for
the study of Renaissance literary culture at large. A central scope of the book is to offer
a panorama of Everson’s current legacy in the ﬁeld by gathering contributions written
by colleagues and mentees on chivalric ﬁction, early modern academic networks, and
transdisciplinary cultural dialogues. Some authors wrote on topics that, in a not too remote past, used to be overlooked by scholars: Cieco’s Mambriano for instance, the role
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